A finit e cla ss of s ke w matri ces ca n b e a ss oc ia t ed via " principal pivot s" with a sel f-cilial lin ea r syst e m . G iv e n a row ind ex h , it is known th a t th e re is a s kew matrix in tllP class with nonn ega tive 11th row. Using thi s Hsaddlepoint th e ore m ." we prov e a s imilar res ult for nOllpos ilivc row s. All ope n qu estion is whe th e r s u c h a c la ss of s ke w m a tric es co nt a in s on e with both a nonn ega tive row and a nonpo s itiv e row. W e s how that thi s " doubl e saddl e point prop ert y" hold s ('or a rbitraril y large d ege ne rat e cases a nd ('or a ll s kew matri ces of s mall ord er.
A finit e class of skew matri ces ca n be associated with a se lf-dual lin ea r sys te m. It is knuwn [1 ,2 1 1 th a t eac h such class co ntains one or more ske w matri ces with one type of "saddl e poinL" a sign co nfi guration consistin g of a nonn egative row and co rres pondin g nun positive co lumn. Using thi s saddle point theore m, we prove a simi lar re s ult with th e reve rs e sign patte rn.
An open question is wh e ther such a class of matri ces co ntain s a ske w matrix that simultaneously ex hibits both a nonnegativ e row and a non positive row. W e ca n prove that thi s "double saddlepoint" property d oes hold for skew matrices of s mall order and for arbitrarily large finit e dege ne rate cases, but th e ge ne ral problem remains un so lved.
P-Pivots and the First Saddlepoint Theorem
Dual sys tems of lin ear eq uation s can be rep rese nted in th e followin g tabl ea u fo rmat of Tu c ke r Here X, Y , UT and VT are row vectors. The tableau simultaneously represents the column system XM = Y and the row system MV = -U. The systems are always dual in the s ense of orthogonality, for
XU+ YV=X (-MV) + (XM)V=O.
Since this paper is concerned with the sign patterns in matrices , we necessarily allow variables and coefficients to take values only in an ordered field. The symbols $ and e respectively denote nonnegative and non positive elements. DEFINITION 1: An n X n matrix A is skew when A =_AT.
Throughout this paper A denotes a skew matrix of order n. Over an ordered field the diagonal entries of A must hp, zero. The tableau of A is written a s follows:
By n egative transposition it is clear th at any solution (X, Y) to the column system XA = Y is also a row solution (Y, X) to AX T=-P' and conversely. Hence each of the linear systems is self-dual because X and Y must be orthogonal. DEFINI TION 2: A principal pair pivot or P-pivot in (the tableau of) a self.duallinear system is a simultaneous exchange of variables Xi with Yi and Xj with Yj. provided aij = -aji "'" 0, while leaving the remaining variables fixed .
The P-pivot involves solvi ng the ith column (row) equation for Xj and the jth equation for Xi, substituting the resulting expressions into the remaining equations. At the same time there occurs a (principal) permutation that exchanges row i with row j and column i with column j while fixing the remaining rows and columns.
We say that we P-pivot on aij, aji in the matrix A. iiij=-a~-I.
I)
for k"", i, j and h"", i, j.
iit/=O for all t.
Che cking the above formulae re quires only straightforward alge brai c manipul a tions. S c he matically. a P-pivot or seque nce of P-pivots corres pond s to inversion of a nonsin guJar principal sub matrix of A a nd the a ppropriate extensions to th e r est of A :
A prin cipal permutation pl aces th e non s in gular subm a trix A 1 in th e upper corne l'. EXAMPLE: In this 4 X 4 self-du a l ta bl e au we show a P-pi vo t on th e starred e ntri es: Theorem 1 says the existt'IJ('C of a type (1) saddlepoint occurs simultaripously with a non-negative elementary solution and gives the theorem its name. Since the proof of Theorem 1 is presented elsewhere in full detail [1, Theorem 4.2; 2, Theorem 3], we omit it here. 
The Second Saddlepoint Theorem
..
• Theorem 2 can be generalized to P-pivots outside any given row and the corresponding column. Hence the first row and column can be considered the "distinguished" ones without loss of generality.
DEFINITION 5: A zero saddlepoint of type (2) in a matrix is a sign configuration consisting of a nonpositive row and a nonnegative column. · .
A P-pivot on the starred entries in the second alternative yields a saddlepoint of type (2) in the distinguished row and column.
PROOF Thus the same sequence of P-pivots outside a distinguished row and column in A that produces a saddlepoint of type (1) will produce a saddlepoint of type (2) in th e correspondin g matrix Band vice versa. Equivalently, we may observe that the following diagram is "commutative":
Multiply hth row and column by -1.
A B
P-pivots outside hth row and column.
(Same pivot choices as above.)
Combining these observations with the general form of Theorem 2 proves the theorem.
To obtain an analog of Theorem 1 we need to obtain a type of solution whose existe nce is equivalent to having a type (2) saddlepoint. and there exists a skew matrix A which is a P-pivot transform of A and such that ahi ~ 0 for all
Theorem 4 can also be proved independently in a fashion similar to a proof of Theorem 1 [2J. The First and Second Saddlepoint Theorems are logically equivalent.
A Double Saddlepoint Problem
One question that naturally arises is whether any skew A has a P-pivot transform A having saddlepoints of both types (1) and (2). One may even ask whether every skew A has a P-pivot transform with a "double saddlepoint." CONJECTURE: If A is a skew matrix of order n, then there exists a P·pivot transform A of A having both a nonnegative row and a non positive row.
A single row of zeros will satisfy the conjecture. It is proved below for arbitrarily large degenerate cases (Theorem 5) and in general for n ~ 5 (Theorem 6). PROOF: By Theorem 1, we can always obtain a P-pivot transform with a nonnegative row from a given skew matrix A of order n. If the nonnegative row is all zero, there is nothing to prove. Hence assume the nonnegative row has at least two zero entries and at least one positive entry. By a principal permutation we obtain:
can always be applied later.) By Theorem 4 we can reach a saddle point of type (2) in A 1 by a finite number of P-pivots in A 1 (i.e., P-pivots in A with pivot entries chosen only from A I)' Noting that Ppivots inAI do not affect the first row ot column of A, we obtain: 
The first five cases and case (8) already possess the desired form, and the remaining cases (6) and (7) satisfy Lemma 2.
For n = 5, application of Theorems 1 and 5 again limit the cases to be considered. Lemma 1 eliminates other possibilities, narrowing the choices to the following nine sign patterns:
++ ++ 0 + + +1f" + _.1.,0 + + -*0 + e -0 + -e 0 + 0++ In view of these applications of the First and Second Saddlepoint Theorems, their ge neralization to the Double Saddlepoint Conjecture can he expected to have interesting consequences. One consequence of the proved degenerate case of the Conjecture is presented below. Although the Conjecture is still unproved in the general nondegenerate case, a recent undergraduate project at Princeton under the direction of Tucker has examined the P-pivot classes of 100 randomlygenerated skew matrices of orders 6 to 10 and has yielded no counterexample. 3 Theorem 5, which shows the existence of a double saddlepoint for skew matrices if one of the single saddle points has an off-diagonal zero, will now be shown to have a surprising consequence for simple pivots in rectangular matrices. 
